Abstract Hemodynamics are believed to play an important role in the initiation of 6 cerebral aneurysms. In particular, studies have focused on wall shear stress (WSS), 7 which is a key regulator of vascular biology and pathology. In line with the obser- 
shorter than 10 mm were first extruded. The ACA had to be extruded only for control 110 6. Figure 1 shows the vascular models of all cases and controls.
111
Aneurysms were virtually removed from the vascular models of the cases to 
131
CFD simulations were created with CFX 13.0 (ANSYS), which is a commercial 132 vertex-centered finite volume solver. We used a second-order advection scheme and a 133 second-order backward Euler transient scheme. Solutions converged until the normal-134 ized residual of the WSS everywhere in the computational domain was < 5 × 10 −4 .
135
Blood was modeled as an incompressible Newtonian fluid with density ρ = 1060 kg/m 3 136 and viscosity µ = 4 mPa s. Although blood is a non-Newtonian fluid, assuming con-137 stant viscosity is appropriate for our problem (Morales et al, 2013) . Vessel walls were 138 assumed rigid with a no-slip boundary condition. A parabolic velocity profile was im-139 posed at the inlet.
140
Since patient-specific flow information was unavailable, we estimated the flow 141 rate waveform at the inlet and imposed zero-pressure boundary conditions at all out- tions for all cases and controls with a 20 % higher flow rate at the inlet.
152
The cardiac cycle was discretized in 200 uniformly distributed time steps and, to 153 reduce the effect of initial transients, the second of two simulated cardiac cycles was 154 analyzed. These settings were chosen following previously performed time step and Given WSS vector τ w = τ w (x,t) at surface point x and time t, the time-averaged 166 WSS magnitude (TAWSS) is defined as
where T is the period of the cardiac cycle.
168
For use in the definition of other WSS-related variables, we defined unit vectors 169 in the direction of and perpendicular to the time-averaged WSS vector, respectively 170p andq, as
wheren is the surface normal.
172
For the gradient of TAWSS (TAWSSG), we used the definition proposed by Meng
173
and colleagues Dolan et al, 2013) , which differentiates between 174 positive and negative gradients with respect top, namely,
where ∇ S is the gradient on the vessel wall surface. 
214
To quantify the tortuosity of the ACA, we used the definition
where L is the length along the centerline and D is the Euclidean distance between its 216 endpoints. ACAs showed a non-significant trend of being larger for cases than for controls. bifurcation, which is also reflected by patches having significantly higher transWSS 303 than non-patches (Table 2 ). On average, transWSS was higher for cases than controls,
304
but only for the whole branch these differences were significant. No clear correlations
305
were found between regions of high transWSS and the aneurysm initiation site.
306
Animations of the WSS field during the cardiac cycle showed that, although the 307 WSS magnitude obviously changed over time, the distribution remained relatively was also relatively low. As a result, we found significant differences between patches 317 and non-patches ( site.
326
No pattern was found explaining the deviating aneurysm orientation of case 10.
327
Removing the case and its matching control from analysis did not alter the observed 328 trends. 
Temporal variation in WSS direction

389
Apart from their magnitudes, research has also focused on the oscillatory nature of The aim of this study was to analyze the WSS field at the aneurysm initiation site.
460
Ten cases with aneurysms at a single location were analyzed and compared with 461 ten controls. We found that the general region in which aneurysms had formed was 
where t is time and T is the cardiac period. vector, that is, 
where
Contour plots of the three variables are in Figures 9 (OSI), 10 (AFI), and 11 506 (GON).
507
We found strong correlations between variables, implying that they capture the A. Bifurcation sections were created one and two maximally inscribed sphere radii (MISR) away from the bifurcation to obtain representative cross sectional areas for the ICA, ACA and MCA. Bifurcation vectors projected onto the bifurcation plane (panel C) were used to calculate the bifurcation angles. The tortuosity was defined by Eq. (7) using the branch length along the centerline and the Euclidean distance between its endpoints. B. Centerlines from inlet to ACA outlet and inlet to MCA outlet diverged at the ICA bifurcation and were split into branches. Correspondingly, the vessel wall surface was also split into branches. C. The posteriorly directed normal to the bifurcation plane was parallel transported along the centerline. The ACA was mapped onto a 2D parametric space with a longitudinal and a circumferential coordinate. To view the distribution of hemodynamic variables on the whole branch at once, it was flattened onto a rectangle. Plots of the flattened branch indicate the location of the aneurysm neck and the patch. They also indicate the location of the posterior (pos), anterior (ant), superior (sup) and inferior (inf) sides of the branch. The plot range of the circumferential coordinate was slightly extended to show the continuity of the variable distribution. Duplicated regions were grayed out. [-]
Fig. 7 WSS pulsatility index under 'normal' inflow conditions. The same colormap range was used for all cases and controls. Plot properties are explained in Figure 2C . MIN .003 a TAWSSG differentiates between positive and negative gradients, so we space-averaged the absolute TAWSSG. b p-values were calculated with the Wilcoxon rank-sum test; the following samples were compared: I. patch vs. non-patch for the cases (paired), II. patch vs. non-patch for the controls (paired), III. patches of the cases vs. patches of the controls (unpaired), and IV. branches of the cases vs. branches of the controls (unpaired); values highlighted in bold face correspond to statistically significant differences with p < 0.05.
